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The TZ
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“AND NOT JUST ANY RACING
MOTORCYCLE, BUT A GORGEOUS
HARRIS-FRAMED, MONOSHOCKMODIFIED 1974 TZ 350 YAMAHA.”
It’s safe to say Andy Kershaw has achieved a lot in his life, but he had one unfulfilled
ambition. With a little help from Classic Racer Andy finally got his long desired Yamaha TZ
experience and he takes us along for the ride.
Words: Andy Kershaw Photography: Joe Dick, Bill Saner and Paul Blezard

V I R G I N I T Y

“T

he only trouble I think you'll
have,” counselled Charlie
Williams, my old friend, eighttime TT winner and boyhood
hero, “is getting around the hairpin. The gearing on
a TZ, even in first, is very tall. And the Mallory
hairpin is very tight. Best to feather the clutch as
you go round. But for goodness sakes, make sure
you've got it upright and pointing in the right
direction before you ease the clutch out and give it
any throttle.”
Charlie had sat me down in his caravan, in the
Mallory Park paddock, at July's Festival of 1000
Bikes. I was about to ride a thoroughbred racing
motorcycle for the first time. And not just any
racing motorcycle, but a gorgeous Harris-framed,
monoshock-modified 1974 TZ 350 Yamaha, an
upgrade of the very bike that was dominant (along
with its 250cc sibling) in motorcycle racing when I
first started to attend meetings in the mid-1970s.
I had ridden sports bikes and production racers
around racing circuits before but the experience
wasn’t quite authentic, not proper racing bikes, not
the real things.
Since those days at Scarborough, Oulton or
Cadwell, when the battle cries of the TZs had
caused the schoolboy AK to hyperventilate with
excitement, I had always wanted to find out what it
was like to ride one of the blighters. And now I was
glancing around Charlie’s caravan, wondering if I
might hide in his toilet for the rest of the weekend.
Although a natural softie, I have had to
recognise that before all my most rewarding and
memorable experiences in life so far (live
broadcasting, reporting from war zones, running
up my own loose covers), I have been absolutely
terrified. And here we were again – or so I
reassured myself.
Charlie and Anne Williams’s chemical toilet was
not an option. Besides, my name was in the
programme and any hopes that I might slip out
onto the circuit – and quickly sneak back into the
paddock – discreetly if not anonymously, were
somewhat spoiled by there being, instead of a
racing number, a bloody big AK slapped
prominently on the front and sides of my TZ.
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GETTING THERE
How had I got myself into this? Well, through the
kindness and generosity of a few racing pals –
another reason I couldn’t back out at the last
minute. James Hewing the festival’s organiser, had
very kindly invited me to jump the barrier. Learning I
had long nursed a fantasy about riding a TZ, and
conspiring with our esteemed editor Malc, TZ
collector and racer Dean Want had been

MOMENT OF TRUTH
approached about loaning his precious 350 to a
bloke who, routinely, ought not to be trusted with a
shopping trolley. I went out and bought myself
some gorgeous off-the-peg Furygan racing leathers,
got my old friend the helmet artist, Mike Fairholme,
to spray me up a one-off Johnny Dodds replica Arai
helmet (Dodds was one of my GP heroes as a boy),
and now I was stuck.

My name in the programme, I was explaining to
Charlie, was just the start of my concern. The
organisers hadn’t got me down to have a run-out in
any old session (preferably an obscure one, early on
the Saturday morning when most racing folk were
still battling with the Mallory plumbing – and before
the paying public had arrived) but in the high-profile
Past Masters Parade. I was simultaneously
flattered and horrified. Me? Who’d never before
been on a true racing bike that wasn’t on its
paddock stand? Out there? With former world
champions, Grand Prix giants of yesteryear and
boyhood heroes like Charlie, Alex George, Jim
Redman and Chas Mortimer?
Already, I’d seen the bike. And I was worried. It
was on display, in the Past Masters exhibition,
alongside ex-factory Suzukis and cosying up to a
Guzzi V8. I circled it, affecting nonchalance, trying
not to let it spot me. It is beautifully aggressive,
impressive in its simplicity. Stark and functional, yet
elegant, and as purposefully pointless as a wasp, it
looked like it wanted a fight. Probably with me.
Of the amazing over-the-counter TZ racers, I’d
always had particular affection for the 350 variant. It
struck me, as the semi-professional spectator that
its petite proportions, modest weight and powerful
medium capacity motor gave the TZ350 an
unbeatable power-to-weight ratio allied to an easy,
nimble agility. And I’m convinced this was the main
reason the 350 races, back in the TZ’s heyday, were
consistently the closest-fought and most exciting
on any international race programme.

GOOD ADVICE
Back in his caravan, Charlie's confidence in me
was of some comfort. And a responsibility. I only
had to remember to use the clutch round the
hairpin. I swung out of Charlie’s caravan and
slammed straight into Stan Woods.
“Be careful of that Yam,” said Stan, cheerily.
“They’re buggers, you know. And whatever you
do don’t touch that clutch around the hairpin. It’ll
spit you off straight away; have you straight over
the high side.” Eh? But Charlie said...
I went to the race office and begged a kind lady
there to find me a place in a practice session on
the Sunday morning – that would be my first
ride – better to prepare for making a plonker of
myself some hours later in the Past Masters.
Dean brought the TZ round to park it in front of
our motorhome on the Saturday evening. Sonny
and Dolly, my kids, eyed it with concern, pride,
and weary expressions of what-is-he-doing-now?
Editor Malc turned up with a photographer to get
some snaps. My friends Bill Saner and Paul
Blezard were also shutter-happy. I pulled on my
leathers. A small crowd gathered. “You riding
that?” asked one bloke. “Er, sort of.” “Ridden one
before?” “No.” Eyebrows went up.
“You’ve gotta watch them, you know. They’ll
have you off just like that.” “Yes. So I’ve heard.
I expect to be landing in your picnic by lap
two,” I chirruped. “Power doesn’t even come
in till eight thousand, does it?” remarked
another. “Aye,” said his friend. “And guz out at
eleven thou.” Eight thousand? Eleven thousand? I
wouldn’t be troubling the rev counter with any of
that nonsense.
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My close friend, and Classic Racer contributor,
Rachael Clegg, walked up. “The Furygans look
good,” she said, sweetheart that she is. Good.
At least I looked the part. In fact, with Mallory,
and a subsequent appearance at the Yamaha
classic racing bikes weekend at Donington
(thanks again, Dean), my new career, pretending
to be Johnny Dodds, has made for a most
enjoyable summer.
Noel Clegg, Rachael’s dad, a TT racer and TZ
rider of more than 30 years, and my old friend,
whose motorhome was parked alongside, joined
us. He harrumphed in a sagely sort of way. I
could see he wasn’t confident about my giving
up spectating. “They’re really tricky to get away
from a standing start, you know. You’ll stall it
unless you give it loads. And slip the clutch.”
Loads? And that ruddy clutch again?
I didn’t sleep at all on the Saturday night. Not
one wink. I sat in the driver’s seat, chainsmoking and fretting about getting in the way of
my heroes, or falling off and wrecking Dean’s
immaculate bike, about letting down all those
who had been so kind, and trusting of me.
Dean came round at 9am to fire up the bike.
I’d been thrilled that the TZ – being a 1974 model,
and therefore made before the killjoy busybody
silencer rule, brought in at the end of the 1976
season – had the fabulous straight through
tailpipes on the expansion boxes. (Racing was
never quite the same once the two-strokes had
been gagged). But when the Yamaha crackled
into life, the ear-splitting attack of that engine’s
fire put the early morning fear of god into me.

Above: A slightly flushed Andy gets the
congratulations of Chas Mortimer and his
team, Sonny and Dolly.
Right: TZ owner Dean Want fires up the 350
with Andy operating the starter, while
Sonny looks a little apprehensive.

Rachael spotted my terror, and sequential
cigarettes. “You’ll be all right,” she said, giving
me a squeeze. It was time to practice my starts.
Quite a crowd had gathered, drawn to the TZ by
its ripping detonations.
I got on. It felt just right. I wound it up to
deafening, eased the clutch and set off
through the paddock like I was off to the shops.
Then I stopped, turned round, set off, again without
stalling, and rode it back to the throng. “Oh. Right,”
said Noel. Dean was looking worryingly relaxed.
With Sonny and Dolly, I took a stroll to the posh
part of the paddock where I had emotional
encounters with Alex George and Chas Mortimer.
Both gave me a sense that they thought I’d crossed
a line, that I was now in their territory – one of
them at last. Generously, Chas, Alex and others
went out of their way to make me welcome. And
Alex offered further advice.
“Watch it at the hairpin,” he said. The clutch?
Should I touch it? (Williams) Or not? (Woods). “Nah,
not the clutch,” said Alex. “Keep to the right, the
inside, going into the hairpin. Some of these boys
get out on the track only once a year. And they go
bloody mad. Keep it tight going in and no one can
come up the inside and T-bone you.” I thanked him
for the advice.
Round the corner, we bumped into Alan Carter.
“Some advice about the hairpin...” offered Alan.
“Stay tight to the right going in,” I said. “I know.”
“No!” said Alan. “Anything but. Stay really wide. A
long sweep round, forget about apexing, and you
can keep the engine spinning.”
I didn’t give our chat with Chas Mortimer chance
to stray to hairpin and clutch techniques. “Sonny,” I
said, introducing Chas to the kids, “when I was
your age (14) this man, to me, was God.” “And
when he was your age, he didn’t stop talking then,
either,” said Chas.
It was time to go. No time to panic now. I was at
that point where resignation, fatalism and serenity
meet. (It’s also known as being numb with terror).
Leathers on, and pulling the Dodds replica down
over my head, I felt – suddenly, stupidly – like I
knew what I was doing. All I had to do now was not
kill a number of much-loved ex-world champions.
The noise in the Past Masters holding area was
unbelievably thrilling. Famous figures in famous
helmets were swinging themselves into postion. I
felt unworthy, embarrassed, intimidated, but
flattered. And very lucky. What am I doing here?
Heck, that man there is Phil Read!
My dear friend Colin Law, a classic racer himself
of a Triumph triple, leaned into my helmet. “Just do
what feels right!” he yelled. I was so relieved. It
was the only bit of I advice to which I paid any
heed. A green flag was waving ahead. We were
rolling. And we were off. Dozens of riders went
past me like darts before we’d reached the end of
the pit lane. I didn’t care. My goal was to get round
intact, and without screwing up. Let ’em go. I was
completely inexperienced, totally out of my depth
here, very scared and – most importantly – this
wasn’t my bike. No fear? No shame, actually: I have
the cornering speed and racing instincts of a whelk.
No heroics for me.
The TZ’s motor picked up effortlessly and began
to sing. Up a gear. Hey, this engine zips! Into
Gerard’s for the first time – as wide, as featureless
and as endless as a grey ocean. Where is the ruddy

apex – if it has one? Within a lap or two, I was
pioneering a line around Gerard’s that took in much
of Leicestershire. Upright along the back straight I
gave the TZ some gas. There was a pleasingly
smooth but firm surge through the seat hump.
Crikey, this little rascal really does want to go. The
throttle is a soft-sprung trigger. And the TZ just
sounds fast: that exhaust no quieter when you’re
on board, the thrill only amplified by the tingle of
engine vibration.

“IN THOSE BREATHLESS
MOMENTS, I WAS JOHNNY
DODDS. THEN I WAS
SITTING UP, SQUEEZING THE
FRONT BRAKE AND
BLIPPING THE THROTTLE,
DOWN THROUGH THE
GEARS, JUST LIKE A REAL
TZ RACER.”
I had no idea what to do at the Essess. I’d
never before seen them from a racer’s
perspective. Go in late, I told myself. Have a look
at them. A late entry and apex should leave me
room on the way out – less likelihood I’ll run out
of road, and onto the grass, on the exit.
Astonishingly, I got it right. By accident. I
looked up at the top of the Essess (no one had
told me they were downhill) and saw a straight
line right through to the hairpin. I went for it. And
whose advice did I follow when I got there? Colin
Law’s. I did what felt right, took a conventional

racing line, used a tiny bit of clutch and found
myself upright and facing the right direction for
Devil’s Elbow.
Now over to the right for a wide swing of an
approach to the Elbow, up the gears all the way,
tip it in, apex, and – blimey! – a broad, downhill
sweep of asphalt opened before me, empty and
all mine – the Mallory start/finish straight. My fear
had gone. This bike, I thought, is a poppet, my pal.
And a delight to ride. Right, let’s go!
Chest bumping on the tank, head under the
perspex screen, still banked over, I gave it a big
handful for the first time Instantly, the asphalt
surged by, as if someone was yanking a long grey
tablecloth from under me and the bike. In those
breathless moments, I was Johnny Dodds. Then I
was sitting up, squeezing the front brake and
blipping the throttle, down through the gears, just
like a real TZ racer. It was everything I wanted a TZ
to feel like. And I could have stayed out there all
day. But my 15 minutes of TZ fame was over in,
well... 15 minutes.
Back in the paddock, Charlie Williams hugged
me as I was still on the bike. I hugged him,
beaming with relief and exhilaration. I was soaked
with the sweat of anxiety. Minutes later, I would
wring pure undiluted liquid fear from my T-shirt.
“Well done,” he said. “I knew you’d be all right as
soon as I saw you do those practice starts earlier.”
Charlie had been peeping from behind the
curtains of his caravan. Chas Mortimer came over,
smiling, to offer his congratulations. He posed for
photos with me, the kids, and Dean’s Yamaha.
Dolly said she was proud of me. “Because I
know you were scared, dad.” Sonny smiled his
knowing smile and carried my helmet. Alex
George locked an arm around me and crushed me
to his grizzly bear chest. “Andy Kershaw is my
hero!” he shouted to no one in particular.
I’d done nothing remarkable. But coming from
Alex, from Chas, from Charlie, and from Sonny
and Dolly, all this meant the world.
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